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COJ04AHDING GENERALS AHD OJ'PICBRB DIHBCTLY COJOWfDDJG 
ENGINEER UNITS JlBNTIOBED III THIS BBPORr 

XIX Corps ..." Oen Ra)'JDCad L. .cI&in 

29th Division ." Oen Charles H. Gerhardt 

30th Division Jf&.1 Gen Leland S. Hobbs 

2nd Armored Division "'.1 Gen Brnest }{. Harmon 

SZrd Division ." Oen Robert C. kcon 

Division Engineers 

29th Division Lt Col Robert R. P10ger 

30th Division Lt Col Carroll H. Dunn 

2nd Armored Division Lt Col Louis W. Correll 

Corps Bngineers 

Col Hubert S. Killer 

1104th Bngr (C) Group Colonel Hugh •• Colton 

246th BDgr (C) an Lt Col Clarence W. Anderson 

247th Bngr (C) En Lt Col Ba1ph E. Leighton 

20ath Bngr (C) &1 LtCo1 Scott· 

554th .gr Hv Pon Co Lt Col Groh 

50Srd Bngr Lt Pon Co 



9'18th Engr J(a1nt Co 

62nd Bngr TOpo 00 

ll15th ~gr (0) Group 

B2nd Engr (C) BD 

234:th bgr (0) Bn 

295th :sngr (0 ) :an 

~12th Bngr (0) Bn 

6l1th Bngr L. E. Co 

992nd Bngr lla1nt Co 

oaptain ROJ C. Krueger 

4Japt8in Itent 

Colonel George H. Hodges. lr. 

Lt col lohn C. J)al.r1mple 

Lt 001 walter o. De Ileue 

Lt Col aeorge T. Carter 

captain carlos G. ne1n 

captain carll. Hale 

captain W1l1188 H. L' nkho1'll 



Completed bridge near Julieh after 
flood subsided. Constructed by 247 
Engr C Bn and 992nd Engr Tw Br Co. 

Completed bridge built by 24Sth
 
Engr C Bn and 992 Engr Tw Br Co.
 



THE ROER RIVER CROSSING 

Introduotion 

In eleven months of oombat from Omaha Beaoh to Magde
burg the XIX Corps experienoed a great variety of river 
orossings. ~mny lessons were learned, one of whioh was 
that the width of a river is a very unreliable guage of 
the diffioulties to be expeoted in an assault orossing.
The Roer River orossing illustrated most of the essentials 
of a suooessful orossing. 

The unique aoademio value of this operation was real
ized at the time, February 23, 1945, and an attempt was 
made to preserve essential reports and data. The pressure
of subsequent events delayed utilization of this inform
ation until ~o~, two years later. In order that this re
port may be evaluated as aocurately as possible, the 
sources of the data presented are indioated. Fortunately,
copies of the original orossing order of the 1104th Eng
ineer (C) qroup, and after-aotion comments by Engineer
gfoup, battalion and oompany oommanders are available. All 
other data is from memo~ by the writer (then XIX Corps
Engineer). Although some inaoouraoies may appear concern
ing aotions of other than Engineer units, the Engineer
operations can be given with unusual ao¢uraoy. 

The XIX Corps had penetrated the Siegfried Line, 
taken Aaohen and Corps reached the Roer River in November 
when the general advanoe was stopped. The plan to oross 
in Deoember allowed far more time for planning than for 
aur previous crossing. The German Ardennes offensive 
caused the XIX Corps to move to the right until that threat 
was over. However, the 29th Division remained in place 
along the Roer and became thoroughly acquainted with the 
terrain. 

On ~ February the XIX Corps moved back to the previ
ous sector where ~lana and speoial training oontinued for 
the Roer crossing. The oonditions whioh permitted ex
ceptional time for detailed planning also allowed the 
enemy unusual opportunity to prepare the defense. Both 
sides took advantage of this time to the limit of their 
ability. . 



The Terrain 

The terrain strongly affected this operation with 
all advantages to the defending enemy. From Julich to 
the north, high ground close to the river provided obser
vation superiority to the enemy. Trees provided conceal
ment in muoh of this area. For several miles on our side 
of the river there were no hills, no perceptible observa
tion points and little cover. The ground gradually
sloped to the sw~py areas along the river. The oity ot 
Julich was built up close to the river and prOVided a 
serious obstacle to our advance. ThiS, the northern sec
tor, was assigned the 29th Division supported by the 
1104th Engineer (C) Group. 

In the Southern Sector, assigned to the 30th Di
vision, supported by 1115th Engineer (C) G~p, neither 
side had terrain advantage. It was all uniformly bad for 
any crossing. Neither side had any observation: both 
sides had flat, swampy ground. The enemy did have ad
vantage in cover. We held bridges over the Inde River. 
Between there and the Roer the ground was only slightly
higher. At this time of year after snow, ice and thaw, 
the cross country mobility was extremely low. Although 
not clearly shown on all maps, each road actually required
three bridges in this sector because the Roer is paral
leled by the small ~fuhlen River on the west and a ditch 
on the east. 

The Roer River 

The Roer River was an innocent appearing stream with 
tremendous potentiality. In the headwaters of this river 
are a series of dams, the largest of which is the Schuam
manuel Dam. By a fortunate combination of circumstances, 
XIX Corps G-2 and Engineer Intelligence personnel acquired 
a complete engineering study of the capability of this 
impounded water. The story of th~se dams remains one ot 
the unwritten technical dramas or the war. The maps, 
data and technical report which fell into our hands were 
prepared by the German Engineers who built the dams. They 
had prepared this remarkable and accurate study at the 
direction of the German General Staff. Briefly the situ

. ation was this: The German Army was fully aware of the 
capabilities of this impounded water - over 1,000,000 
cubicmeters. By releasing it suddenly they could create 
a great flood barrier across the entire front of the 1st 
and 9th US Armies and the British Sector on our left. 
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The water barrier would average some thousand yards in 
~idth and would be very rapid along the stream line. 
Even after receding, a swampy barrier of mud and water 
would continue for a long time. The duration and height 
of flood depended upon many things, the most important
being the rate of release of water from the dam. As 
long as the German Army held the dam they controlled 
this critical element. They could either destroy the 
dams and cause a tremendous flash flood or they could 
damage the gates so as to caus~ a lesser flood of longer
duration. The XIX Corps made a staff report, each offi
oer assundng the corresponding staff position in the 
German Army. The writer (speaking as a German Army Eng
ineer) reported that the greatest damage the German Army 
oou1d cause would be to release the water at a rate to 
make·the river practically uncrossab1e for a period of 
about 10 days and timed to catch the US Army on both 
sides of the River. This meant that the German Army 
must retain control of the dama, if possible, until this 
oritica1 moment arrived. If forced to withdraw from the 
dams, the gates should be destroyed at the last moment to 
oreate the latter type of flood. That is precisely what 
was done. Some of the bloodiest fighting of the war 
ocourred in the Hurtgen Forest in our attempt to capture
these dams. After the Ardennes threat was settled, the 

'enemy still held the dams. Our Air Corps attempted un
successfully to destroy the dams by bombing. Our engi
neers establishe~ an elaborate flood warning system,
radio controlled, and perfected plans for crossing.
Finally our attack on the dam pressed close and the dams 
were captured but after the flood gates were damaged.
The Germans created an unpassab1e barrier for the maximum 
time - an excellent job. Our flood warning system pro
tected us from any losses by flooding and daily records 
kept us informed as to when the flood would pass. 

Staff Planning 

A dramatic staff meeting was held at 9th Army Head
- quarters during this period. General Bradley was the 
senior officer present to make the decision as to the 
Roer crossing. General Simpson (Ninth Army) and the 
Corps Commanding Generals of the VII, XIX, XIII and XVI 
Corps were present. The Corps faced the Roer River in 
the order-named from right to left, the VII Corps in 
First Army, the others in the Ninth Army. The crossing 
plans affected two US Armies and the British on our left. 
As the XIX Corps was to make the main effort, that corps

e)



~lan was first called for. The plan was to cross be
fore daylight the 23rd February, before the flood had 
subsided but after the crest ha~ passed. That we ~ 
cross was entirely evident to friend and enemy. The 
probable crossing sites were very evident but same sur
prise might be had by jumping sooner than expected, The 
question was: was the chance of surprise worth the greater
technical difficultie~? After hearing the plans General 
Bradley asked just one question of the XIX Corps Engineer:
"How do you know you can cross successfully under such 
difficulties?" The answer was: "Because we have done it. 
l.!ore than 300 of our men have crossed the Roer and re
turned. 11 liThe plan is approved. It The Engineers hwl to 
ma1ce good. 

That is how the decision was made. It was an im
portant one. Our armies had advanced from Normandy to 
the Siegfried Line. TIe had been delayed for a supply and 
troop build up and then been further delayed by the 
German Ardennes offensive. Our next objective would be 
the TIhine River and General Eisenhower had said, publi
cally, that we must dereat the enemy on the Rhine plains. 
Our intenions were no secret and if we stalled on the 
first step, the Roer Crossing, our entire offensive 
would falter. 

Staff planning was by methods normal to the XIX 
Corps. There was only one Staff conference at Ninth Army 
Headquarters. Prior to this there had been one conference 
at Corps Headquarters attended by Division staffs. Later 
all details were worked out quite informally, the final 
plan actually gro~ing out of joint corps - division staff 
work. 

The Basic Plan 

The basic plan called for an attack along the entire 
army front, XIX Corps making the main effort. The XIX 
Corps was to attack with the 29th and 30th Infantry Di
visions abreast, the 30th on the right with-the 2nd 
Armored ~ivision in close support to exploit any oppor
tunity. The 83rd Division was in reserve initially al
though one CT was attached to 29th Division. 

As always in the XIX Corps, the Corps Engineers
supported the assaulting divisions and the Division Engi
neers were left as free as possible for far shore oper
ations. Detailed plans were worked out with Engineer 
Group St~ffs and Division Engineer. The result was actu
ally to pool EnGineer resources and produce a plan with 
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responsibi~ity fixed for each engineer task. 

The Troops 

Most of the units involved were battle experienced. 
e XlX Corps Headquarters, the Corps organizations, the 

9th and 30th Infantry Divisions and the 2nd Armored Di
.1sion had been in continuous action for eight months and
 

d fought together most of this time. The 83rd Division
 
equally experienced. Other units temporarily attached 

-to the corps had seen some combat. As a whole it wa s an 
exceptionally experienced force. 

The Engineer Troops 

The composition of the two corps groups was as
 
tollows:
 

Il04th Engineer C Group 
246th Engineer C Bn 
247th Engineer Bn 
208th Engineer Bn 
503rd Encineer L Pont Co 
554th Engineer Iw Pont Bn 
978th Engineer 1~i~t Co 
62nd En0ineer ~opo Co 

,(All of the above, except the 208th En~ineer C Bn and 554th 
Hv Pont Dn, had fought together for eight months. The two 
exceptions were less combat experienced but had seen some 
previous action with the 1104th Group and acquitted them

. selves well.) 

ll15th Engineer C Group 
82nd Engineer C Bn 
234th Engineer C Bn 
295th Engineer C Bn 
992nd Engineer Treadway Bridg. Co (with 

1 plat 00 E, 17th Armored Bridg. Co. 
attached) 

Summary of Situation 

The above gives the picture of our troop strength: 
an interior corps making the major effort across the Roer, 
with the mission of breaking through and defeating the 

. ,enemy betvreen the Roer and the Rhine. We knew that the 
'ene~ defended Julich very strongly and had been increasing 
, the strength of their position for months. TIe ln1ew 



.the terrain in the 29th Division sector strongly favored 
lthe enemy. Vie mew the river was in a flood which would 
Boon subside. The current velocity was very high, over 
6.3 miles per hour at some sites by actual current meter
 

'velocity. By all standard estimates of the situation
 
'the 30th Division sector was impracticable, if not im

possible, of a successful crossing; fast current, three 
separate channels, 1000 to 2000 yards of inundated approacn, 
no observation. 3ut this sector was known to be lightly 

..	 defended. As an interior corps there was no wide. latitude 
in choice. 

The .corps decision to attack both divisions simul
~taneously made no designation of main effort and kept con
trol of the support strength to exploit the most favorable 
development. This was standard corps practice. The two 
division sectors could hardly have been more different 
the'29th sector across a fast stream, directly into a 
strongly held c1 ty; the 30th Division sector acr'oss a wide, 
swampy, flat area against a weakly manned position. At 
Corps Eeadquarters it \7aS hoped that the 30th Division 
could cross with liGht losses and outflank the strong
Julich position. IIo\'lever it was no secret that few shared 
the encineerrs confidence in overcoming the physical cross
ing problems. 

J:1he Orders 

No copies of Army or Corps orders are available here. 
ITo~ever both were brief nission orders, giving attachments, 
objectives and boundaries in the usual brief manner. As 
to Corps Engineers, the Corps order merely stated that 
the Il04th Engineer C Group would support the 29th Di
vision and the ll15th Engineer C Group support the 30th Di
vision. The croup order was detailed and worked out in 
considerable detail jointly with Corps Engineer, the 
Group Co~~nding Officer and Division Engineer. A copy 
of the oricinal,ll04th Encineer Group order is attached 
(8). Battalion orders were also detailed 'written orders. 
No copies of ~ivision orders are available. 

Plan in 30th ~ivision Sector 

In the 30th Division sector (n15th Engineer Group)
the plan was as follows: two footbridges were to be con
structed, one by the Division Engineers and one by the 82nd 
Combat Battalion. Two one-way, class 40 bridges ..e~e to 

~.	 be provided in this sector, one by the 62nd Engineers 
and one by the 295th Ensineers. A great deal of approach
poad worl::: was involved in each bridge. (2) 

I
I 



The 234th Ensineer Combat Battalion had an unusual 

was
was

'mission in supporting borh divisions by the operation
. of a.mphibious equipment 3) • Due to the wide area under 

flood, and other difficult technical considerations, it 
evident that bridging would be unusually slow. It 
therefore decided to provide amphibious support un

til the bridges were in. This battalion was provided 
with "Alligators", 17 LVTS and 2 M 29 Cs. In addition 
each division had one company of dukws. Ten LVTs were 
assigned to the 30th Division sector (6 LVT4 and 3 LVT2) 
and 7 to the 29th Division sector. 

Operation in the 30th Division Sector 

D-day, R-hour, uas 23 0330 2ebruary 1945. 

H-45 
Heavy artillery concentration 
82nd EnGineers stcrted footbridge
295th Ensineers started first Trecdway Bridge 

(No record here of hour divi3ion bridge was started but
 
it was shortly after dark at the most favorable site,
 
technically) •
 

H	 hour 
Ferrying operations cOIJr:lenced and continued 24 ~ours 

231830 foot bridge completed at second site 
231500 2nd treadway bridge started 
240100 1st treadway bridge completed 
241930 2nd treadway bridge completed 

At 0330 hours one allieator operated by 234th Enei
neer C Battalion, loaded with troops, started across. 
The swampy inundated area was traversed, as were nUXlerous 
small water-covered islands. Numerous barbed wire, three 
strand fences were over run effectively and dry land 
reached. Upon signal, three other troop-loaded alligators
followed, meeting no enemy resistance except ineffective 
light mortar and artillery fire. However the infantry
found many SP mines upon landing. The alligators return
ed with casualties and continued operating. By 0530 two 
infantry companies had been crossed which, in the opinion 
of the infantry battalion commandine officer, were ade
quate at that location. By that time a foot bridge cross
ing elsewhere was available. Ferrying of supplies began
about 1200 hours Fhen 10 alligators were sent over, loaded 
with cargo. Both the l19th and 120th Infantry regiments
provided a representative at the transfer point in PIER 
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and on far shore at I~\AUTHAUSEN and loading details on
 
,both shores. ~he infantry representatives told the engi

:neers what the supply priority was and the engineers
 
'provided the transportation. Supplies crossed included
 
jeeps t ton trailers, 105 1.J.T anti-tank guns, weasels'ur-29L rations, water,.aI;1ll1Unition, lumber, gasoline and 
oil. Wounded and prisoners were evacuated at each trip. 
By 0430 on the day after D-day 53 loads had been ferried 
across. From that time on all supplies crossed on the 

; treadway bridges. The above outline of events in the 30th 
, Division sector make it clear that in this particular 

situation alligators were an outstanding success. The 
Dul~s were not used at all. Later on we will see that 

. allieators had greater difficulties in the other sector. 

The treadway bridge construction was noteworthy for 
'several reasons. The 9~:2nd Treadway Bridge Company did 
'not have adequate bridge for the requirements. To make 

'. up this deficiency, one platoon of Company E, 17th Armored 
. Engineer Bn, 2nd Armored Division was attached to the 
'992nd. This eave an additional 432 feet of bridge. An 

additional 216 feet of bridge was obtained from Army and 
placed in an accessible bridge dump. 

In the 1115th Engineer C Group sector there was no 
, room for efficient construction because the bridge was 
built at the end of a long fill, making traffic control 
absolutely necessary. 

In this cro8sinc the pontons were inflated and 
saddles placed in the rear area. This made it necessary
for only one dump truck at a time to drive up, dunp the 
float and withdraw. Due to space limitations mentioned 
and artillery fire, this procedure definitely saved lives 
and time. 

Smoke vms used continually after daylight. 

Once the treadways and roads were open the entire 
division and supporting troops crossed without incident, 
Julich was outflanked and the advance was rapid. 

In this sector the unusual features were: 

a. Width of inundated area and current velocity in 
channel. 

b. Use of alligators. 

c. Actual surprise achieved due to choice of cro~s
in~ site. 
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d. Continual use of smoke. 

e. Complete integration of Division Engineer and
 
Corps Engineer plans, without corps units attachment to
 
Division, was normal in XIX Corps put was not general
 
throughout the army.
 

f. This is the only case in XIX Corps operations
. where	 a Corps Group CP was at Division CP during crossing. 

This was done because complete integration was imperative. 

g. It will be noted that the 234th Engineer C Bat
talion , equipped with alligators, supported both divisions 
without attachment to either and without splitting the 
battalion between groups. This was normal in the XIX 
Corps because the Corps Engineer, by definite order 
exercized command over all Corps Engineer units. This 
permitted a quick shift of engineer support to follow 
advantages anY'vhere in the front. In this case it was 
particularily doubtful where the advantage would occur 
that is, where the 2nd Armored Division would be crossed. 

h. The 992nd Treadway Bridge Co (With a platoon
 
attached from Division Engineers) likewise served both
 
groups and supported both Divisions.
 

i. An unusual communication net was prepared. 

Plan in 29th Division Sector 

In the 29th Division sector on the left a crossing 
was under way sinultaneously, under very different con
ditions (7). Here the river was narrower and swifter, 
here the enemy had all the advantages of observation and 
position and Julich was immediately on the far shore. 
Here our attack was expected and strong defensive po
sitions were prepared. The 30th Division sector gave
possibility of a surprise crossing but here it could only 

.·be done by blunt force. 

The one main road in the Corps 3ector, which would
 
eventually become a main supply road, passed through
 
Julich.
 

Advanced Engineer reconnaissance had been very
thorough but not as complete as in the other sector, due 
to a much tighter enemy screen. Here also the Corps 
Engineer Group detail plans were closely integrated with 

. the division. This was routine as these units had fOUGht
 
together for several months.
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Essentially, in this sector, the plan called for
 
three foot bridges and three vehicular bridges initially,
 
with another foot bridge and two additional vehicular
 
bridges to follow after the assault.
 

Division Engineers 

The 121st Engineer C Battalion (Division Engineers 
of 29th Division) was to man assault boats furnished by 
the 1104th Engineer C Group and establish an Infantry 
bridgehead by ferrying two platoons at Site no 2 and one 
platoon at Site no 3. This assault wave was to start at 
H-hour and foot bridge construction to start co~currently. 
Division Engineers were to evacuate casualties until foot 
bridge were open (7). 

The Division Encineers ~ere also to operate assault
 
boat ferries a t a point between 3i te 1;0 3 and Site No 5.
 
At Site No 5, the Infantry was to be crossed in LVTs.
 
Road routes through Julich were to be cleaned of mines by
 
the Division Engineers.
 

The bridging schedule was planned as follows: (7) 

Type Bridge Site Time of Starting 

:3 Footbridges 2 H Hour
 
Inf Support Bridge 3 H Hour
 
Treadway It 2 II 11
 
Hv Pont It 2 H 11
 
Bailey It 2 ilhen flood receded to
 

allow work on piers.
Treadway Bridge 5 ) Vfuen flood receded to 

. Footbridge 5 ) permi t work. 

This schedu~e was unique, largely due to the fact 
that the assault was made over a flooded river which we 
knew Vlould soon recede. Sit~ 5 was for the purpose of 
taking return traffic until the final Bailey was instal 
led on the ~~R. The Infantry Support Bridge was used 
here because unloaded vehicles would not require as heavy 
a bridge. There was not sufficient treadway for another 
treadway bridge and the site was very poor for a Bailey
Bridge. This site did not figure as a possible strong 
assault crossing and could be considered somewhat as a 
feint, although that word did not appear in orders. 

It will be recalled that part of the 234th Engineer

C Battalion (of lll5th Engineer C Group) supported the
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crossing of the 30th Division very successfully by LVTs 
(Alligators). Company C of this same Bn supported the 
29th Division. This Company assumed control of 7 alli
gators at 2400 of D-l. They were moved to KOSLAR the 
night before, 50 caliber machine guns were mounted and life 
belts provided. A great deal of work had gone into mainte
nance, special training and detail planning with the Infan
try. Six alligators with 35 men each, were to carry the 
assault wave. Two 105 mm Howlitzers, plus crews, were to 
remain on call. 

Operation in 29th Division Sector 

The Artillery preparation started at H-45 (0330 A) 
as in the 30th Division Sector. 

At H-20 under cover of the artillery preparation, a 
tank-dozer le~d off from the transfer point with four men 
riding on top, two men to handle a tow cable, one guide
and the engineer company commander (Co C 234th Engineers). 
The alligators followed at 75 yard intervals. (3) The 
road was found to be blocked with vehicles which had hit 
mines. One alligator hit a cine and was disabled. The 
dozer hit another w~ne and was also disabled. 

In brief conference with the infantry battalion com
mander, it was decided to leave the road and cross the 
fields, mown to be covered with Schu lane Fields. It 
was just getting daylight and thick smoke was in use at 
this time. Visibility was almost zero. The first alli
gator set off four 3chu l.:ines but successfully crossed 
the mine field. The engineer co~ndinb officer returned 
and lead four more alligators through the mine field, 
exploding three more mines. They now were back on the 
road, 200 yards from the river. At the Infantry Commander's 
request they waited 30 minutes for the smoke to lift be
fore entering the water. This time was spent in mine 
removal. All five alligators crossed the stream with 
difficulty. The current was running about 7 miles per 
hour and ~ch of the river was under enemy observation 
after the smoke lifted. Enemy machine gun fire from 
BROICH covered a part of the distance traversed. From 
another hill, enemy observed machine gun fire was on both 
approaches but the range was too great for accuracy. 
There was some sniper fire. Soon both mortar and artillery
fire was received. Eowever, the infantry was safely un
loaded in the lee of a hill about 200 yards from t~e river 
and started working fO~7ard. All alligators returned to 
the near shore and two again crossed the river with the 
~emainder of the Infantry company. One more alligator hit 
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a mine and was disabled, leaving five in operating con
'dltlon. During the rest of the morning the remainder of 
. the Infantry battalion was crossed by sending one alli 
gator at a time to avoid congestion. Long range small 
a~ fire continued but had little effect. In one alli 
gator three shots penetrated the outer shell but not the 
inner metal. There was artillery fire but no hits • 

. During the afternoon a second Infantry battalion was 
crossed by using four alligators. Also crossed' were some 
Engineer, Signal and miscellaneous small parties. One 
alligator was hit by artillery on a return trip, disabling 
the 50 caliber MG but not imparing the use of the vehicle. 
One alligator was assigned for medical use and evacuation. 

Near dark two alligators were assigned to ferry over 
a cannon company and one to transport ammunition and gaso
line. During the night six 105 mm Howlitzers and rive 
M-29s were crossed. A Signal Corps jeep was crossed, 
stringing wire as it went. 

After 18 hours of operation, mechanical deficiencies
 
became serious. One more alligator was put out by ar

tillery fire and the operators were almost exhausted. But
 
the crossing ~ ~~de and it held until the falling river
 
made it possible to construct bridges for further support.
 

Site No.3 

Footbridges were begun at H Hour at the same time the 
Division Engineers started across with ferried Infantry in 
assault boats. As in the other sector, the current ve
locity caused severe trouble in placing the anchor cables. 
One footbridge was completed at 0424 but was soon swept 
out by a boatload of Infantry soldiers. All three bridges 
were in at 0700. This time seems slow by academic 
standards but both technical and tactical conditions were 
very severe. Small arms fire was on the bridge a~ost 
continually, although in the darkness it was relatively
ineffective. The defense was so close that the Engineers 
suffered handgrenade casualties. One footbridge was 
practically unused after completion because it was covered 
by machine gun fire until H ~ 4. As the Infantry advanced, 
the enemy infiltrated back and an Engineer bridge head 
had to be ,reestablished. AP mines were extremely dense. 
However, by daylight that phase of the crossing was assured. 

The heavy ponton bridge was started at H f 1 (0430)
 
at 3i te 2. Although this bridge was under continuous long
 
range small arms fire until 0800 and under sporadic mortar
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and artillery fire the rest of the day, it was open for 
traffic at 1600 and a few armore~ vehicles crossed be
,fore darkness. 

The Treadway Bridge at site no.2 was also started 
at H f 1 and was under continuous small arms fire until 
about 0900 and from then on under observed mortar and 
artillery fire. (6) At about 0930, with 132 feet of 
bridge complete, seven rounds of artillery landed on the 
br1dge itself sinking all floats and damaging the tread
way. This one incident caused the death of two officers 
and four enlisted men while one officer and 17 men were 
wounded. 

As the enemy very eVidently had this site zeroed in, 
the center line was moved upstream about 100 yards,
equipment salvaged and a new bridge started at 1400 and 
completed at 1100, D f 1. It was shelled intermittently
until after being opened to traffic. 

The Infantry SUPl='ort 3ridge at Site Iro 3 was mown 
to be a Gamble. l:evertheless it VIaS generally expected
that this would be the first vehicular bridge in. The 
reverse was true. The site was under intense small arms 
fire all of D Day and D f 1. It was impossible to move 
any equipment to the river. There was DQ bridge head. 
Although the DivLsion Encineers reported the road to the 
site demined, the first vehicles were wrecked. It was 
then found that the enemy has used non-metallic "topf"
mines on the road and shoulders, our first experience
with non-metallic mines which our mine detectors could 
not locate. This is the same situation that interfered 
with our alliGators. Some six hours were spent probing 
this road. 3till the enemy fire was directly on the site 
and, due to the road net, no other site was possible.
The Corps Artillery supporting group commander saw the 
situation after conference with Encineer Group Commander 
and gave some unusual support. Upon Engineer request, 
an L-5 plane actually convoyed e3ch inuividual vehicle 
to the site, while watchinG for muzzle flashes. ~t one 
time eleven L-5 planes ~ere over this one site. Eventu
ally the enemy could hold back no loncer. They fired; 
they were spotted ['nd l:nocl::ed out promptly by our 
artillery. The long delay in securing a bridge-head 
shows how ineffectual the first thin infantry bridge
head was in this case. One ~erfectly camouflaged 88 was 
firing point blan1{ at the bridge from a ranee of a few 
hundred yards. The bridee wns opened to traffic at 1530 
of Dfl. 



On D f 1 the flood had subsided sufficiently to 
construct a treadway bridge at Site No.5. This was 
started at 1600 D f 1 and completed at 1200 D ~ 2. The 
current, though restricted in channel, was extremely
swift. While under construction this bridge was subject 
to artillery fire and attack by enemy jet propelled air
planes. The loss of a qUbkway crane seriously handi
caped this construction job. 

On D f 2 the river level had receded so that work 
could start on the intermediate piers for the Bailey
bridge over the demolished structure at Site No.2. Work 
was started on D f 2 at 0700 and open for traffic at 
1710 D f 4. This bridge was a 300 foot double Bailey of 
three continuous apans. As ample bridges were in, no 
attempt was made to work at night. Here the enemy had 
utilized three 500 pound American air bombs (which had 
been duds) for mining the bridge abutment. Those had to 
be removed before const~ction could start. All engineer 
troops were nearly exhausted at this time and there were 
many other jobs to be done. 

There is one 2nGineer job of the ~reatest importance
that is rarely mentioned. ~e call it town clearing" 
the clearing of a usable road through demolished cities. 
In this aase, to\T.n clearinc was a tremendous problem and 
an inEediate necessity. The vehicular bridges were use
less as they led directly into an imp~ssable city. Julich 
was one of the most completely destroyed cities in Europe. 
trot one structure was left inhabitable. All streets were 
totally blocked. Engineer prior planning fram air photos 
and maps had resulted in a detailed plan of road 
clearance and traffic routing. The drainage system was 
totally destroyed and flood waters had inundated the 
western and southern sectors. Some badly needed roads 
were under two feet of water. The first vehicle to cross 
the first bridge, the heavy ponton bridge, were bull
dozers. By the morning of D f 1 there were three routes 
through Julich open to traffic and by that evening the 
fourth route was clear. All of this work was done under 
artillery fire from the east and from Hambach Forest. 
This artillery and air bombing continued to cause 
casualties to men and equipment. 

Comparison of Sectors 

The crossins in the 29th Division sector was similar 
to the 30th ~ivision on the right in only a few respects.
Both faced excessively fast water in flood, both used 
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alligators satisfactorily, neither could ferry armored 
support prior to the completion of bridges and both had 
the same artillery preparation and support. However 
the 29th Division faced excessively heavy opposition on 
the far bank, the 30th Division almost none. The 30th 
Division Sector used smoke all of D Day, the 29th used 
smoke only in early morning. Once on the far shore the 
30th Division pushed ahead readily while the 2~th Division 
had to fight through Julich and up wooded hills. Casu
alties were far heavier in the 29th Division Sector. 

The rapid advance of the 30th Division on the right 
soon helped to ease pressure on the 29th .and the entire 
corps was again in a rapid advance. 

Special Problems 

One of the most remarkable features of this oper
ation was the absence of losses by drowning. Realizing
that a fast, flooded stream at night offered the ma7~mum 

hazard, exceptional precautions were taken. Navy life 
belts were secured and worn by TIen in the assault crossing. 
Life lines with life preservers attached were provided 
and engineer details in boats were placed dovm stream to 
help any who fell in the river. At the Corps Engineers 
request the Corps Surgeon later checked all aid stations, 
all casualty reports, and questioned all unit surgeons 
without finding a single proven case of drowning. This 
positively proved the value of the extra precautions. 

. The construction of log mine and debris boomB up
stream from the bridges waS a precaution not always taken. 
Here it was especially necessary due to drift wood. 

The final Enc;ineer ta-sk here vIas that of salvage. 
Previously detailed crews searched the entire Corps
Sector and returned assault boats, parts of foot bridges
and other equipment, and evacuated this collection to the 
Corps 1.:a.intenance Company for check, repair and reissue. 
The l~intenance Company itself picked up all da~ged 
motor equipment and either repaired and returned it to 
the proper unit or evacuated to Army. 

The Corps Engineer 

The engineer picture may be completed by stating
 
the actions of the Corps EnGineer during the actual
 
crossing. As he conmmnded all 80rps Encineer Units his
 
job did not end with planninG and coordinating. He must
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mnl:e it ,,-,ork. llis CP remained at Corps Headquarters. 
Three separate telephone lines were laid to the Il04th 
Engineer (C) Group advanced CP near the river edge. His 
duties, as usual, ~ere to keep in close touch with G-3 in 
order to shift EnGineers promptly to follow the play,
to keep planning ahead and to follow the hot spots when 
difficulties developed. About daylight the last of the 
three.phones to the Il04th Group was shot out and reports
had not been very encouraging. The Corps Engineer visited 
the Group CI' and then the advanced CP on the river. The 
C~ou~ Co~~ander had been shot through the cheek but was 
on the job and had the situation well under control al 
though there ":rns trouble at all bridge sites. After a 
visit to the 1115th Group he returned to Corps to check 
in with G-3. About that time, as is usual, the CP was 
flocGed with misleading reports. To clarify the pi~ture 
the Co~s EnGineer in an L-5, flew over the river for 
nbout nn hour until chased out by a German plane. How
ever he hnd an excellent picture of the situation. From 
the nir he could see dovm through the smoke in the 30th 
Jivi~ion Sector and see that all was going well. In the 
29th Sector it was not as favorable. The treadway bridge 
at Site No 2 TIns seen to be sunk and there was no progress 
on the Infantry support bridge. However the foot bridges 
vere holding and the heavy ponton bridge was well under 
way. From the firing it was evident that our Infantry 
had little bridGe head in this sector. After reporting
again to G-3, he visited the Il04th Engineer C Group 
advanced CP where some artillery and supply coordinating 
was necessary. When the heavy ponton bridge was in he 
crossed TIith the Group Commander to see how bad the "town 
clearing" job was. It ~ bad but the dozers went to 
work according to plan. Town clearing became the hot spot.
Later on he had just returned to the completed treadway
bridge from a road reconnaissance through Julich ~hen he 
met the Corps Coonander, who had been misinformed that 
the Engineers had not opened a road through the town and 
the armored Battalion could not advance. Fortunately'the 
Corps Engineer could report that since the roads through 
town to its outskirts had just been covered in a jeep,
they wer~ passable for armor. That incident marked the
 
last real 3nGineer problem of the Roer crossing and the
 
a~or was soon rolling.
 

High Lights of Crossing 

So~e of the high lights of this operation may be
 
summarized.
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The planning, including supply plans, were thorough 
and in detail and yet flexible enough to follow the play. 
Actually this crossing followed all details of the plan 
much closer than usual. 

The plan was actually the result of a joint corps 
division staff, with engineer details filled in by Corps, 
Group and Division Enzineer, that grew quite naturally 
without formal staff ~etings. This was largely due to 
long service together. 

In spite of everything, some details did go wrong.
In the 30th 3ector one foot bridge never was completed 
at the intended site. After being lmocked out eight times 
it was put in at another site. 

The road to Site 3, reported dem1ned by Division 
Engineers, was actually heavily mined with non-netallic 
mines, seriously affecting all operations at that site. 

The treadway bridge was totally sunk at site No.2 
and the heavy ponton bridge was the first completed.
This was most unexpected but the plan was flexible enough 
so no tactical delay was caused. 

The alligators proved a success beyond expectation. 

All bridging was slow but after closely analyzing
the Infantry advances it was found that all bridges were 
available as soon as they could be used. 

On almost all crossings enemy infiltrated through 
the first Infantry bridgehead, requiring, in effect, an 
inner Engineer bridge head. This condition was far worse 
than usual because crossing directly into a demolished 
.clty provided many places of temporary shelter and conceal
ment for the enemy. 

&urprise was achieved in the 30th Division Sector 
beyond all hopes. This is absolutely confirmed by a 
captured German day-by-day war history. (Although I cannot 
quote verbatim, I read this German report while a member 
of the Theater General :oard.) It said, in substance, 
"We Gonsidered the sector between Julich and the autobahn 
absoiutely impossible as a site for assault crossing. 
Here the enemy achieved one of the very few tactical sur
prises of the war." 

The immense value of long service together was demon
strated forcefully. With new combinations there is a strong 
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hunan tendency to nmke biased incriminations of other 
units or other arnw or srvices if things seem to go wrong.
Althoueh this operation was extremely complicated and 
sone plans did eo wrong there was never a word of fault 
finding fron any of the units who had fought together 
before. Cne tunor inciGent only of this type occurred 
the re?ort of nn armored battalion that the Engineers had 
failed to cle[\r a route through Julich. This was absolutely
false ns the route uns cleared long before the armor com
plained. The conplaint did not come from the 2nd Armored 
Division but from a tanlc Battalion attached to a Division 
for its first combat. This incident is remarkable only
for its rareness. All cooperation was superior. The act 
of placing eleven L-5's over one site indicates how ready
the Corps Artillery was to go the limit to help. 

Controversial Matters 

~earchlights. The use of AA searchliehts for"arti
fidal noonlight" in battlefield illumination was important
in this operation. Our Army had little pervious experience
with battlefield ill~~nation, at least it was new to all 
units of the XIX Corps. A British expert aided in our 
planning and after many discussions it was first used by 
this Corps shortly ~rior to the Roer Crossing. The first 
use resulted in vigorous supporters and almost equally 
strong dis.senters. Prom the first the Ene;ineers were 
almost unanimous in their support. T~is lighting proved 
a great help on night road work, mine laying and removal, 
bridge construction and in fact all Engineer tasks at 
night. As the light tactics improved the supporters in
creased until searchlights were generally accepted as 
invaluable aids. 

Smoke. Controversial also, prior to the crossing, 
was the policy on the use of smoke. In one division 
area continuous smoke was requested. The other division 
did not want it as it believed better protection was 
received from our unhampered artillery. "If you can't 
see them you can f t hit them." This crossing did not 
answer the argument. The division using smoke continuous
ly had no ground observation available and had except
ionally bad, swampy terrain. The smoke was made by a 
rrJS generator unit and was carefully controlled at a 
rather thin density. (No accurate data available). The 
weather was cool, damp, and a gentle breeze towards the 
enemy prevailed. The smoke remained near the earth in 
almost ideal conditions. I know from personal observation 
'that under these conditions I did see clearly the IIIUZz1.e 
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blast of enemy artillery from an L-5 airplane. I also 
l~ow that on the flat ground I could not see any great
distance, possibly 100 yards. I do know smoke was an 
unqualified success under existing conditions for the 
division using it. I do 10lOU the other division had far 
greater casualties, which proved nothing as all conditions 
were different. However this crossing more than any
other operation convinced the Engineers of the value or 
a properly controlleq snoke (as to density) where con
ditions perDdtted and served as a model for the later 
Rhine crossing. 

The hour of crossing is always hotly discussed. 
There are many argumenta for and against a night crossing
and all seemed particularily pertinent in this case. 
The extreme velocity of the river argued strongly against 
the hazards of a dark crossing. 7his was countered by
exceptional precautions against dro~7.dng. The winning 
argumant in favor of a dark crossing was the great superi
ority of observation held by the eneny in the 29th Di
vi&1on's sector. As CDrpS Engineer, I was in favor of 
a night crossing ~ because I had excellent Engineer
units with much combat experience. I feel sure that 
green or inexperienced troops ~ould have had tremendous 
difficulties, due to confusion. I~ this crossing there 
also was exceptional time available for detailed recon
naissance, and planni~. This all proves only that a 
night crossing demands more serious consideration and de
tailed planning!! we are to benefit by darkness (or smoke).
Confusion is a powerful enemy. 

Time of crossing. Probably the nost controversial 
subjec~s the ~ of starting bridge construction. This 
is the most difficult decision an Engineer officer has to 
make. In spite of all that has been said on this subject
it remains for some one on the spot to decide. In my 
opinion a clock time schedule of starting bridges prepared
in advance cannot be accepted as absolute. It ~ be 
accepted (if used at all) as an estimate of the situation 
and no more a rigid statement of events to follow than a 
G-2 estimate of future events. In this operation a 
pla~~ing time is started in the 1104th Engineer Group 
order but by long usage it was thoroughly understood as a 
planning time. 

A more accurate schedule of bridge construction would 
be based on events. 1fhen a specific event has occurred or 
mission accomplished a bridge will be started. This is 
theoretically perfect £gi it can rarely be determined 
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,romptly when the named event has occurred. We see this 
type schedule also in the 1104th Engineer Group planning,
"when the river dropped sufficiently" a bridge will be 
started. However, here it was certain the river would 
drop soon but it was still an on-the-spot decision as to 
what was It sufficientlylt • 

Our school doctrine gives phase lines which are 
theoretically correct event schedules. Any phase line 
based on a specific enemy action o~ position can D21 be 
determined promptly. No matter how one approaches this 
problem the decision is actually based on some one person's 
estimate: 

1.	 A pre-attack, clock time estimate 

2.	 A phase line schedule based on events which may 
or may not occur and whose occurance must be 
estimated 

3.	 Frankly based on the order of a designated 
person on the spot who must keep a running
estimate of all conditions, technical and 
tactical. 

Under plan 3. there are arguments as to ~ should be the 
person to make the decision. In the XIX:COrps the Corps
Commanding General designated the Corps Engineer as the 
officer responsible and the entire was was fought under 
this principle. The basic reasons for this selection 
were: a river crossing is fundamentally an Engineer
problem; the Corps Engineer commanded all the engineer 
resources and was best informed on technical capabilities
and limitations (including the replacement supply situ
ation as it affected justification of risks) and he con
trolled the resources for exploiting crossing opport
unities because the bridges, approaches and roads were 
here controlling features. In practice, this respo~
ibility was normally delegated to the Engineer Group
Comnanders while the Corps Engineer attempted to follow 
the most important site. Frequently the bridges in the 
Corps Sector were started successively and it was possible 
to follow each in turn, at least during the starting 
phase. 

Regardless of who makes the decision as to when to 
start he must consider certain facts. among which are: 

1. Desire for early ~einforcements on far shore. 
including T.D. and armor 
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2. Vulnerability of bridging equipment 

~hese two considerations appear to be diametrically 
opposed but ex~erience goes far in reconciling these 
opposing facto~s. In each assault there comes a time 
when speed of action will accomplish much at little cost. 
In a heavily opposed croasing this time comes very soon 
after the first shock of attack and before the enemy has 
time to diagnose our intentions and move to meet them. 
In other words, if we are organized to take full advantage 
of his temporary disorganization our task is done the most 
efficiently. This ~eans that, in general, we should take 
full advantage of this first shock to build our bridges 
at naximum speed and this includes the heavy bridGes. In 
the XIX Corps it ~as proven time and time aeain that we 
actually saved lives and equipment by noving in uell 
ahead of the academic phase line theory. Like Rny other 
principle this "rush in" idea can be sadly overdone. It 
is this tining, the ability to decide just when to rush 
in and TIhen to delay that is the key to an engineer 
success just as an infantry commander must sense the time 
to throw in his last reserves. 

I do not TInnt to oV0rstandardize. Anyone who 
advocates a standard timinG ~'3.3 never experienced more 
than one crossinG. The point is that it is normally more 
efficient in lives and rr~terial to hit the job hard after 
the first shock than to delay according to the book. The 
Roer Crossing mieht be called a poor example of the point
argued, particularlly as the Treadway Bridge Commander 
stated that hia bridge was started too early. (6) 
However, due to excessive current, the construction time 
was unusually long and artillery fire found his bridge as 
it was nearly completed. The early completion of the 
heqvy ponton bridge was most important. 

~gardless of the discussion aboce, all tactical 
commanders want some TD or armor to cross the river much 
sooner than the pre-war tactical teaching. I believe 
this correct; it is needed. It was standard practice .to 
ferry across some armor whenever ferries could be put in 
o,eration sooner than a bridge could be completed. Here 
again it is engineer judgement. Cn the Roer crossing the 
current made ferrying impossible and increased the demand 
for early bridging. 

It will be noted that one foot bridge was started 
before H-hour. This was most exceptional and due entirely 
to confidence in engineer reconnaissance that this could 
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be done without detection. That was successful in this 
case proves no generality. 

Site l~umbers - One of the minor points that 
occasionally assumes great importance is illustrated in 
this report. It will be noted that throughout the reports 
references are made to "Site No - n as bridges and bridging 
sites. It was customary for the Corps Engineer to give 
site nunbers to all possible crossing sites in the Corps 
sector lone before a river was reached. This was done 
from a study of air photos, map data, geological reponts, 
etc. ~hese sane site numbers were used by all; Corps G-2 
and G-3 reports, ~ivisions and all concerned. This 
eliminated much confusion. During earlier crossings, be
fore this system w~s used, there was frequently uncertainty 
as to uhich bridge various action reports re~erred to. 
Divisions had one systen, Corps another, some would say 
"the upstream bridGe", "the - Infantry bridge", etc. Map 
coordinates would, of course, eliminate all uncertainty 
but they just do not set into manY messages during the 
actual crossing when quick information is essential. When 
all planninG was done on a site-number basis, all reports 
came in that way and much uncertainty was avoided. 

It may be noted that there is no Site No.4. Site 
:0.4 was selected in alvance from air photos. Ground 
reconnaissance later ,roved that site impractical and it 
was abandoned. Hovlever other site numbers were not 
changed on that account; once assigned they stayed. 

Other Factors. l.!any factors not discussed played 
heavily in the success of this crossing. Several hundred 
yards of crushed rock were ship?ed in by rail as far 
forward as possible and trucked to a dump for repairing 
approach roads in the 30th Division Sector. A vast 
amount of night road work TIns done in the entire sector. 
Traffic circulation plans were worked out 1n fine detail. 
Engineer vehicles were given road priority until bridging 
was completed. Special communication facilities were 
provided to the extent of laying tbcwe separate wires to 
Group advanced C.P. All three were shot out and finally 
radio and messenger service alone remained. 

Conclusion 

Proper coordination of all elements is, of course,
 
of fundamental importance for a successful attack.
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The Roer Crossing demonstrated that fact. TIo absolutely 
~ixed rules can be made because no two river crossings 
are the same. But it is clear that there must be 
coordination of all arms; there must be aggressiveness 
based on judgement; there must be fine planning which 
does not restrict flexibility; there must be clear-cut 
responsibility; there must be technical and tactical skill. 
In the last analysis, technical and tactical skill and 
superior planning are valueless without personal agressive
ness, good judgcnent and courage on the part of the 
individuals,involved in the attack. 
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